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die area savings with minimal performance loss under lowto-medium loads. But bufferless NoC performs much worse
than buffered NoC with heavy workloads, because the
deflection and self-throttling natures of bufferless NoC
would reduce the saturation bandwidth. Congestion is a
major factor that affects overall system performance of
bufferless NoC [17], and existing centralized congestion
control methods for bufferless NoC are not fit. Therefore,
new congestion control technology with least additional
traffic and faster reaction on network congestion should be
developed to increase congestion threshold and improve
system performance of bufferless NoC.
In this paper, we propose a novel distributed congestion
control mechanism, Cbufferless, aiming to improve system
throughput, keep low message latency and save energy
consumption and silicon area in bufferless NoC. We make
the following contributions:
z We analyze the relationship of deflection ratio of
routing message and congestion of bufferless NoC,
which indicates that the deflection ratio of routing
message shows directly the level of network
congestion due to the nature of deflection routing.
z We develop Cbufferless, a source throttling and
distributed mechanism for bufferless NoC, which
uses the novel congestion detection and control
strategy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
Ⅱ, we discuss related congestion control mechanisms for
buffered and bufferless NoCs. The details of the proposed
congestion control mechanism are presented in Section Ⅲ.
In Section IV, we evaluate our proposed algorithm along
with a baseline bufferless NoC by simulations. The
conclusion is given in Section Ⅴ.

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel distributed sourcethrottling congestion control mechanism for bufferless NoC,
called Cbufferless. Our strategy uses a novel congestion
detection and control model, computing deflection rate of
routing flit and throttling message injection. The congestion
information can be directly obtained inside network interface
(NI), which allows the mechanism to be fully distributed
without requiring any transmission of global congestion
information among neighbor routers and within router.
Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism
improves system throughput by up to ~30%, saves energy
consumption by up to ~40% and keeps low message latency
under congested load compared with a baseline bufferless NoC.
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INTRODUCTION

With continued developments in VLSI technology,
system on-chip (SoC) enables to integrate more and more
intellectual property (IP) cores [2]. However, traditional
bus-based communication and other centrally-controlled
architectures are unable to meet requirements of
communication of SoC, such as predictable delay, low
power consumption and scalability [1]. In order to address
these issues, many buffered network on-chip (NoC) or onchip network communication architectures have been
recently proposed, which present probability for meeting
requirements of communication of SoC both on a variety of
2D uniform and non-uniform topologies [2, 18, 19].
Nevertheless, those architectures are typically limited by
tight constraints on power consumption and die area. It has
been reported that, in several buffered NoC prototypes,
buffered NoCs consume a substantial portion of system
power, for example, ~30% in the Intel 80-core Terascale
chip [5] and ~40% in the MIT RAW chip [6]. Especially,
buffers of router occupy ~75% of total on-chip network area
and dissipate ~22% of the router power [3, 4]. Power
consumption and silicon area have been emerging as the
most dominant constraints for NoC design. Therefore, it is
critical to design power- and area-efficient NoC.
As an alternative design, NoC without buffers (known as
bufferless NoC) has been proposed in order to gain more
efficiency [7, 22]. In bufferless NoC, router buffer is
completely eliminated. Output port contention in router is
resolved by dropping and retransmitting, or deflection
routing, packets. This design yields significant power and
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II.

RELATED WORKS

A. Congestion Control for Buffered NoCs
There has been an expanding body working in providing
congestion control in buffered NoCs over the years.
Researchers use two main strategies to avoid network
congestion: congestion prevention and congestion recovery.
Congestion prevention techniques require some kinds of
authorization from the message destination or other where
in order to inject it. The two most known techniques are
based on closed-loop control, reserving the necessary
resources before injecting the message, and on limiting the
number of sent messages [14].
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Congestion recovery techniques that are more studied to
avoid network congestion are based on monitoring the
network and triggering some actions when congestion is
detected. In this case, the solution has two steps: congestion
detection and congestion control. For congestion detection,
there are two different kinds of strategies. One of them is
based on measuring the waiting time of blocked messages
[15], while the other uses the number of busy resources in
networks [8-13]. Busy resources may be the buffer count [9,
12], the number of free virtual channels [10], the length of
the source buffer [11], and a combination of these [8, 13].
Message throttling [12] has been the most frequently used
action to avoid network congestion.

output which is referred to as a contention among packets,
and then only one of the packets may be sent along the link,
while the others are sent along any available outputs, even
though the other links are not preferred by the packets.
Using deflection routing, any packet in router may be routed
to any available output due to desired output contention,
which shows, on the one hand, that deflection routing has
the best traffic balance feature against any other routing
algorithms, on the other hand, that deflection routing can
lead to network congestion early and easily. So, this feature
of deflection routing demonstrates that, as packet injection
rate increases, the deflection ratio will rise synchronously
when network become congested.

B. Congestion Control for Bufferless NoCs
For bufferless NoC, we are aware of there are a few
congestion control studies proposed [16, 17]. In [16], authors
utilize stress values from neighbor switches for their own
switching decisions in order to bypass the congestion area.
This technology delays the occurring of congestion, but
cannot alleviate congestion. In [17], George Nychis et al
propose a complex congestion control mechanism to
improve throughput in small size NoC and scale small size to
large size NoC. However, it is centrally-coordinated with
application-level awareness, and needs global congestion
information, which leads to high communication overhead
and hardware cost. In addition, the authors evaluate only
communication-locality scenario in which data requested is
in range of few hops, which depends remarkably on
communication modeling of applications [21] and limits
extremely the application fields.

B. Congestion Control Model
In order to cope with congestion situation of bufferless
NoC, we propose a novel congestion control mechanism,
which identifies the congestion occurrence and controls
congestion through computing Average Deflection Rate
(ADR) of the all received flits and the difference of the
numbers of all the sent and received flits in every period W.
To this end, we need to add a hop-field in the head-flit of a
packet, hp, with log24(N-1) 1 bits to store the number of 2*h
hops, where, h is the maximum of the shortest distance
between any two nodes in bufferless NoC. Flit Deflection
Rate (FDR) of head-flit with 2*h hops is high enough to
detect congestion. We also need to define metrics accurately
FDR, ADR and D_value.
We give the definition of FDR as the following equation:
(1)
r i = (hpi − hi ) hi
where ri is flit deflection rate of the ith flit, hpi is the
number of hops experienced by the ith flit between the
source and destination nodes, which is less than or equal to
2*h, and hi is the shortest distance of the source and
destination nodes of the ith flit.
The definition of ADR of all the received flits per W
cycles is given by:

III.

THE CONGESTION CONTROL MECHANISM FOR
BUFFERLESS NOC

A. Analysis of Deflection Routing
Deflection routing is a routing strategy for any network
topologies. Every packet in network has preferred output(s)
along which it wants to leave the router, and when possible
a packet is sent along it or one of these outputs. However,
two or more packets may want to leave along the same

r avg =

1 k
∑
ri
k i =1

,

k ≤W

(2)

where ravg is mean of flit deflection rate of k flits
accepted by a node in an period W. W =λ*N, λ is scaling
1/2
factor and is defined as 2N , N is size of dimension of
network, and the unit of W is cycle.
The definition of difference of the number of the send
and received flits per W cycles is given by:
D _ value = total sent flits − total received flits
(3)
where the total sent flits is total flits sent by a node, and

Algorithm 1 Computing Deflection rate Algorithm
at node k, k=1,……, nxn:
1 Initiation: active = false;
at beginning of every period, W:
2 ravg = 0;
3 D_value = 0;
4 for W cycles do
5
Receiving flit;
6
if (!active or D_value <= 0) then
7
computing FDR of the ith flit, ri;
8
--D_value;
9
endif
10
if (W cycles end and (!active
or D_value <= 0)) then
11
computing ADR, ravg;
12
if (ravg > threshold) then
13
active = true;
14
endif
15
endif
16 endfor

Algorithm 2 Injection Throttling Algorithm
at node k, k=1,……, nxn;
1 if (active && D_value > 0) then
2
block injection for a period, W;
3
when W cycles end,active = false;
4 else
5
allow injection for a period, W;
6
once a flit is injected,++D_value;
7 endif
1
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is ceiling operator.

the total received flits is total flits received by the same node
in a period, W. The maximum value of D_value is equal to
the number of cycles of an interval period, W.
Fig. 1 shows the logic overview of the congestion
control mechanism for Cbufferless NoC in NI of a 3×3
mesh network. There are three modules, Flit Deflection Rate
and Average Deflection Rate Computing Unit (FDR/ADR
CU), D_value Computing Unit (D_value CU) and Sending
and Receiving Management Unit (S/R MU). The FDR/ADR
CU calculates the FDR of each received flit in period W and
ADR of all received flits at end of period W, after that, this
module informs the congestion status to S/R MU. D_value
CU module computes the difference of the numbers of the
sent and received flits in every period W and sends it back to
S/R MU. According to the information, S/R MU module
estimates the congestion level and determines whether or
not the node should be throttled in next period W.

Fig. 1 logical view of Congestion Control Module

We evaluate our proposed strategy with three standard
synthetic traffic patterns: uniform random (UR), transpose
(TP) and bit-reverse (BR). All synthetic traffic patterns
employ a uniform random injection process.
B. Simulation results
In this subsection, we compare Cbufferless with the
FLIT-BLESS [7], baseline bufferless, in terms of average
flit latency, average throughput and energy consumption
with a 4×4 2D mesh bufferless NoC.
Fig. 2 gives the results of flit latency with different
traffic patterns. From the figure, we can observe that
proposed mechanism can keep lower average latency
(cycles) under different traffic patterns. This gain is
achieved because our mechanism monitors the deflection of
flits in network, which can active congestion control to
throttle flit injection as soon as average deflection rate of
flits exceeds the threshold. While injection rate increases,
average latency of baseline bufferless increases accordingly.

C. Congestion Detection
In our method, we use the novel and effective congestion
detection metric, ADR. Each node computes FDR of each
flit received during a fixed time interval W. After the end of
period W, ADR is computed and transferred to S/R MU to
compare with a predefined congestion threshold threshold. If
ADR is smaller than threshold, the network is in the healthy
state. Otherwise, congestion is detected (details seen in
algorithm 1), and if D_value > 0 at the same time, the control
strategy will be invoked in the next period W (details seen in
algorithm 2).
D. Congestion Control
In our method, we use a distributed algorithm to throttle
message injection of nodes contributing congestion. The
every node decides independently whether to throttle
message injection or not in Cbufferless NoC. Once any of
nodes has detected network congestion and D_value > 0 at
the same time, the node will block the injection of flits in
the next period, W. Otherwise, the node can still inject flits
into network (pseudo-code described as algorithm 2). In the
throttling period, all nodes contributing network congestion
stop flit injection, while after a throttling period, the
throttled nodes can resume injecting flits into network.
Finally, network can run under congestion point through
this dynamic throttling mechanism.
IV.

a) UR traffic pattern

b) TP traffic pattern

c) BR traffic pattern

Fig. 2 average latency

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate the effectiveness of our congestion control
mechanism by using noxim [20], which is a flit-accurate
simulator based on systemC. Within each simulation for a
synthetic traffic, there is a warm-up period of 1,000 cycles.
Thereafter, the volume of 100,000 flits has been injected or
100,000 cycles have been expired. As for other parameters,
1/2
1/2
the scaling factor, λ, is 2N , and the threshold, is 1/N .
In our simulation experiments, baseline bufferless refers to
the FLIT-BLESS [7] and Cbufferless is FLIT-BLESS with
our proposed congestion control mechanism.

a) UR traffic pattern

b) TP traffic patternc) BR traffic pattern
Fig. 3 flit throughput

Fig. 3 depicts system throughput of baseline and
Cbufferless under different traffic patterns in the 4x4
network. As injection rate increases, throughput of
Cbufferless compared with that of baseline bufferless
improves up to ~30%, before network becomes heavy
congested. With injection rate increasing, network is
becoming increasingly congested, then the number of
deflection of flits in network increases, which leads
throughput to decrease. While Cbufferless can alleviate
network congestion through monitoring deflection of flits
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[4]

and blocking flit injection timely, and consequently
maintain higher throughput.

[5]

[6]

a) UR traffic pattern

b) TP traffic pattern

[7]

c) BR traffic pattern

Fig. 4 energy consumption
[8]

It is showed in Fig. 4 that energy consumption is
function of injection rate under different traffic patterns in
bufferless NoC. Fig. 4 shows energy consumption of
Cbufferless compared with the baseline bufferless NoC. The
maximum energy saving (up to ~40%) is achieved before
network becomes heavy congested. with injection rate
increase, in baseline NoC, network becomes more and more
congested and then average number of hops experienced by
flits in network rises, which leads to more energy
consumption. On the contrary, Cbufferless NoC can keep
lower average latency, thus energy is saved.

[9]

[10]

[11]

C. Implementation Issues
Implementation of Cbufferless scheme incurs quite low
overhead and our congestion control strategy can be
implemented totally in network interface, while the network
node and the router of Bufferless NoC [7] need not to be
changed. In network interface, operations of sending and
accepting flits, and our congestion control strategy can work
in parallel. For hardware, the implement of Cbufferless need
only a few of hardware according to analysis in section 3. In
future work, we will make accurate hardware cost and
implementation evaluation.
V.

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

CONCLUSIONS

[16]

In this paper, we have proposed a novel congestion
control mechanism for bufferless NoC which detects
network congestion by monitoring deflection information of
routing flits and handles it by throttling dynamically the
injection rate of flits. Extensive simulations show that the
proposed mechanism can improve system throughput up to
~30%, and reduces energy consumption up to ~40% as well
as keeping low flit latency. Employing baseline FLITBLESS NoC as benchmark, only a few extra hardware cost
and bandwidth overhead is brought by Cbufferless NoC.

[17]

[18]

[19]
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